Electroneum (ETN)

About:

ELECTRONUEM. THE MOBILE CRYPTOCURRENCY.

Designed from the ground up for mass adoption. The world’s first app-based mobile miner. Already one of the world’s favourite apps. The only Cryptocurrency embracing KYC & AML. Signed Agreements with global mobile networks. With our Instant Payment we’re the world’s fastest cryptocurrency. Easiest cryptocurrency in the world to integrate. Providing a digital payment solution to the developing world. Enabling a $3tn opportunity.

Advantages:

1) Instant Cryptocurrency Payments: We have a global patent pending on a technology that allows instant cryptocurrency payments. Instant payments will initially be in ETN but our patent also covers Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
The ability to SPEND ETN instantly is only half the equation. We are developing an API that will allow easy integration to ACCEPT ETN instantly. This means it will be simple to allow an ecommerce system to give instant check out, and even allow easy integration into ePOS systems (electronic point of sales systems or tills).

2) **USD 3 trillion opportunity**: By giving access to the 'gig economy' for the first time to over 350 million unbanked smartphone users in the developing world we are giving them access to the vast resources of the Western economies. We are not providing banking facilities but making digital earnings accessible for these users as they embrace the digital payment sector.

At the same time, the Western economies gain access to a community of competitively priced, millennial entrepreneurs, who can grow and learn a new digital skillset, in the knowledge that they can sell their new skills via a global digital payment method.

Price Waterhouse Coopers predicts this market to be as large as USD 3 trillion in their 2017 Global Fintech Report.
3) **Exceptional Viral Growth**: Our economic model enables us to inject small amounts of ETN into the hands of the smartphone user. This makes it easier for the user to try making real world digital payments, often for their first time. Once users see how easy Electroneum is to use, they become part of the community and help drive us forward through recommendation. We have already attracted over 1.6m registered users by viral growth even while our instant payment API system is still in BETA.